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Celebrating 1 Year at Fitness Alliance 

Liz Trussell joined Fitness Alliance a year ago this 

month.  Liz has 12 years of professional fitness 

training experience. She holds certifications with 

NASM, Z-Health, and most recently became  

Muscle Activation Techniques (MAT) certified. 

Liz brings her knowledge of Isophit Training and 

Muscle Activation Techniques into a personalized 

and fun training regimen. 

Her focus is on working with adults who are 

interested in getting stronger, improving muscle 

tone, and experiencing renewed levels of 

flexibility and cardiovascular endurance. 

If your busy lifestyle or possibly an old injury has 

kept you from taking care of your body, Liz can 

help. Improved fitness and strength levels can be 

achieved at any age.  Liz will guide you through an 

assessment process and will structure a health and 

wellness program to help you achieve your fitness 

goals and to feel good about you! 

Give Her a Shout Today! 

913-424-6043

liz@fitnessallianceop.com 

5 Exercise Myths 

1. Lifting weights will bulk you up Women are

particularly concerned and often end up lifting 3 and 5

pound dumbbells thinking high-reps will 'tone' muscles.

True, lower reps and heavier weights can increase muscle

mass, but women have a lot less testosterone and unless

you are lifting a resistance that is around 90% of your

maximum lifting capability, you're not going to end up on

stage at a bodybuilding show. Keeping resistance at the 12-

15 rep range is advised for most general resistance training

goals.

2. Health & Fitness Magazines are the best source for

advice Probably the worst place to get advice is more

accurate. Month after month publications like Shape, Men's

Fitness, and the worst: Muscle & Fitness (aka: Muscle &

Fiction), brainwash millions of people with repackaged

exercises to rip-tone-tighten with little regard for your

personal goals, capabilities, limitations, and most of all

eating habits. Hire a fitness professional for workout and

eating advice.

3. Running and Cardio machines are the only ways to

lose weight Machines are mostly guided motion offering

limited results and real-world potential. Sure, we have them

at the gym as training tools, but nothing substitutes human

propulsion outside. Running is not all it's cut out to be and

most people are doing more harm than good promoting

joint degeneration and inflammatory blood markers.

Humans are built for intervals and terrain, not repetitive

pounding or motion.

4. You have to exercise for 30 minutes a day Not so.

Some exercise sessions, depending on the intensity can be

effective in just minutes: sprints, jump rope, stairs,

pushups, pullups, squats, whereas a long brisk walk or hike

for an hour or more at less intensity can be just as effective.

Exercise is about changing it up and varying the intensity.

5. You have to stretch before and after a workout

Flexibility and optimal range of joint motion are obtained

through proper exercise selection and execution. Reaching

and tugging to the point of pain and discomfort

accomplishes nothing except an angry nervous system.

Strategically choosing exercises, performing them with

proper form, and progressing with appropriate resistance

and range, is the way to negotiate enhanced range and

maintain flexibility/pliability/resilience for a lifetime. And

when you think about it, if you choose the right range for a

given exercise, aren't you stretching and contracting on

each and every rep?



 A Few Sweet Treats! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Trainer Directory 

Bill Leavitt   816-916-7557 

Ryan Bell  785-317-3688 

Angela Stallings 417-294-4982 

Liz Trussell  913-424-6043 

We Also Do: 

- In-Home Sessions – Equipment Sales 

- Corporate Lunch & Learns  

- Company Exercise Programs 

NICE CREAM                     

courtesy Angela Stallings 

1.5 Bananas previously peeled & frozen 

1/4 cup dairy-free milk (almond, cashew, 

coconut) 

Pinch of Himalayan pink salt 

Topping of your choice! 

Mix all together and enjoy  



 

Fitness Alliance 

15445 Metcalf, Overland Park 

Home Of: 

Johnson Chiropractic, Performance Rehab, Eiltes Pilates, Elite Golf, 

Heather McCoy Massage, Sherri Mayer Photography, Bella Vita 

Skincare, Restorative Fitness. 


